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Successes of distillation
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Empirically, distillation has demonstrated wide success:

But why does distillation help?

Furlanello et al., 2018Hinton et al., 2015 Zhang et al., 2020



Q: Why does distillation help?

A: We provide a statistical perspective:

- Teacher approximates Bayes probabilities
- Exact Bayes probabilities → reduce variance of objective
- Approximate Bayes probabilities →  bias-variance tradeoff

Summary of our work
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Statistical learning setup
Suppose our training samples 

Underlying “Bayes” distribution

Student goal: minimise the population risk, i.e., expected loss:



Statistical learning setup
Suppose our training samples 

Underlying “Bayes” distribution

Student goal: minimise the population risk, i.e., expected loss:

(P*(y = 1 | x), …, P*(y = L | x))

Inherently smooths loss by Bayes-probabilities!



Predictions from a “Bayes 
teacher”

“Bayes-distilled” training loss:

Like standard empirical loss, 

But has an important advantage...

“Bayes teacher” distillation



Why does “Bayes distillation” help?
Bayes-distilled loss lowers variance over empirical loss:

Lower variance → better generalisation bound:

“Bayes distillation” can improve generalisation!

Variance over draws of 
training set

See paper 
for more!
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“Bayes teacher” helps; but what about other teachers?

Better approximation of p* → better generalisation:

Distilling from imperfect teacher

Bias-variance tradeoff 
for modelling p*



Bound is not on teacher accuracy

- Teacher can be accurate but poorly calibrated

- cf. finding that accurate teachers may distill poorer [Muller et al., 2019]

Implications: bias-variance bound

Best student
Best teacher 
probabilities See paper 

for more!
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Use teacher’s estimates in place of Bayes probabilities p*(x)

Example: bipartite ranking, where goal is to minimise

Distilled bipartite risk:

Applications of statistical view

Additional 
weighting on 
“negatives”

See paper 
for more!
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